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Dear ABC,
    
THANKS FOR CHOOSING http://www.indastro.com/

We have been providing astrology consultation and advice on true Vedic principles on the internet since 2000 
and serviced over a million customers with our free and premium services. We have prepared 2016 Career and 
Financial Fortune Report:    

Detailed Readings on Career & Finance for 2016:

The forecast of the events likely to happen during the next one year are given below after taking into 
consideration the following:
Your birth horoscope.
The operating main and sub periods.
Transit position of all planets with respect to your birth chart.
 
Year 2016: An Overview:
Resumption [if applicable] or some moderate growth of career is likely.
Better income from the second half.
Loss through sudden demands for money, indiscretion and lack of self control in saving and investment can 
cause financial stringency.
Expenses on medical issues of spouse and children are expected and can add to financial shortage.
Personal health may be affected common functional ailments.
No serious disorders.
 
Year 2016: Detailed readings:
 
Part One:
The effects in the major areas of life are likely to be on the following lines during 2016.
 
Basic trends of career and finance during 2016:
Career may get some moderate opportunities to grow and go forward.
You will be able to take on these chances and to make good use of them, provided you understand the current 
trends and take actions accordingly.
You will perform well and will deserve appreciation due to your contributions.
However you will also face major and unexpected obstructions and many restrictions at work and you will need to
handle these with patience, tolerance and equanimity.
Such approach will ensure stability and benefit to you.
Income from career may develop well.
You must save and invest well as otherwise growth of accumulation may remain much restricted due to sudden 
demands for funds and also due to imprecise handling of money.
 
Analysis of dasa [ruling main and sub periods] and also of transit of planets during 2016:
 
Effect of period lords [Dasa]:
Main period lord Moon is strong auspicious but has very poor directional strength [hence ineffective].
Sub period lord Venus is strong and auspicious but has very poor residential strength and is placed at the 
junction of two signs hence ineffective.
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These period lords have some mutual conflicts too.
The next sub period lord Sun has very low residential strength, very low directional strength and is very 
inauspicious.
Thus all the three period lords fail to protect and promote your progress in the areas of career and finance.

 
Effect of transits of planets:
Till 14 Jul 2016, transit Jupiter will be exalted and very well placed in the 4th house from ascendant, opposite to 
career house from ascendant and very favorably aspects the wealth house and property house from Moon.
After this date, transit Jupiter will be in the 5th house from ascendant [better judgment and investments] and in 
the fortune house from Moon sign.
Transit Saturn [Saturn is the lord of career house from ascendant] in Scorpio will very favorably aspect the career
house from ascendant and the fortune house from Moon.
Transit Saturn will also get favorable aspect of exalted transit Jupiter.
However transit Saturn is in the 8th house from ascendant [similar to Astama Sani – very negative].
Thus together, transit position of these two most important planets will offer some restricted support to your 
career opportunities and financial gains from career. 
 
Special combinations that help and promote career and finance:
Saturn in your 7th house from ascendant in natal chart aspects the fortune house from ascendant.
Jupiter in your natal chart aspects the property house from Moon and the wealth house from ascendant.
In transit exalted transit Jupiter is in trine with transit Saturn and moves over Mars, the lord of ascendant and thus
improves the negative effects of debilitation of Mars.
These combinations in birth chart and in transit chart are supportive of growth of career and finance.
 
Specific forecast on Career and Money:
 
Career:
2016 is a positive year for career.
Under the support of planetary combinations of birth chart, dasa periods and transits of important planets, you 
may get somewhat encouraging results.
Job career of any type may progress from around middle of 2015 but the steps for such progress will start 
immediately.
You may get to change to a better job with higher responsibilities.
This job will bring in good increase in compensation too.
Alternately you may have a higher and more important role in your current job while promotion is not expected to 
happen.
Just in case you are not working now and are looking for a position, you can easily get one along the above time 
line.
All the positive events will start acting and will be very prominent during the first half of the year while the results 
of all these will occur during the second half.
The following dates will be particularly auspicious for job interviews, for accepting new job offers, for joining new 
jobs or roles to make progress in career development:

During the first half of the year you may have a strong desire to control the environment. 
Even if you have a tendency to blow away your chances with impatience, you may plan out your moves carefully 
and deliberately, relying on your ability to understand and evaluate others and your situations.
Your capacity of handling your career and related power, and your own personal ambitions and compulsions in 
matters of career progress and financial fortune will be much more energized but also challenged in diverse 
manners.
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Influence of many planets may confuse you at times about what to choose but you will choose the right path due 
the very benign aspect of Jupiter.
Planets will energize your sectors of transformation, change, personal growth, regeneration or enlargement of 
resources.
You will be more intuitive now than usual, picking up all of the hidden cues from people and events around you 
and reading in between the lines. 
On the more effectively positive side, trine aspect of Jupiter on Scorpio will focus on your creativity and personal 
acumen and will bring good results in real time.
Progress in the new job will remain very satisfactory.
You will work very hard and will not get any cooperation from superiors and may get only moderate cooperation 
from colleague and subordinates.
Thus your output will not be satisfactory and this will invite much displeasure from your seniors.
You may have many differences with superiors and your judgment and communication will be highly inadequate.

Thus you may face many occasions of criticisms, restrictions, oppositions and obstacles from your superiors.
Due to these you may frequently get into anxiety mode and such anxiety can affect your performance further 
despite very good efforts from your side.
You will need to maintain much patience and continue to work very hard.
 
Finance:
Income will go up from around the middle of 2016.
But you will spend and invest without much care or caution and also beyond your means at times.
There will be unexpected yet unavoidable situations that will demand large expenses that may not be possible for
you to meet.
You will not get any financial support from any other source and even your own funds held under the custody of 
others may not be available to you when you need them. 
Loss of money will be quite possible through high living style, needless luxury, some health issues and 
speculative and other risky investments.
Thus accumulation of money can be much affected.
You will need to avoid any indiscretion in handling your earnings and gains and focus on more accumulation.

Strictly avoid investing in speculative or other risky ventures.
During the second half of this year, you may develop some inclination to purchase a property but you are advised
not to go for this now.
Overall your financial position may not remain smooth and some stringencies can easily develop. 
The following time slots will be particularly auspicious for wealth generation, retention and also for making choice 
investments or for starting new ones or for expanding existing ones.
  
Suggestions for growth of career and finance:

You will do well to stay much focused on your work and put your best foot forward.
In doing this, the main area of significance will be appropriate and timely communication, especially with seniors.
Remain fully flexible, obedient, tolerant and patient in the face of any conflict or controversy at work place. 
Strictly avoid arguments and ego clash or power struggle as these are quite possible in this year and can bring 
down your professional image and also create many restrictions on you.
You should be more careful about your expenses and investments.
Strictly cut down on avoidable expenses and risky investment decisions. 
Act with foresight and plan your finance for a longer term.
Regular thrift will help you a lot.
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Remedies for career and finance:
 
Chant “Om Durgaoii Namah” as frequently as possible, the more the better.
Even silent chanting will do.
Keep fast during evenings and nights of all Saturdays.
Sleep with your head towards the South direction.
Offer water to Sun God every morning, facing east and after full bath.
 
A note on your Health to help you do better:
There will be no major health issues to bother about.
Generally normal health will be maintained but for a few occasions of digestive disturbances and depression.
Your health will be a bit on the weak and tired side.
Work pressure and other tensions will disturb your system.
Try to keep a cheerful mood and avoid feeling confused or resigned regarding any matter.
 
Part Two:
Further breakup of the year 2016, to focus on more trends.
 
January 2016:
Extravagant expenditure.
Quarrels with and loss through enemies.
Encounter with an impressive person.
Major changes in perception possible through such person.
End of some aspects of your personality.
 
February 2016:
Rashness.
May face false allegation.
Much worry.
Loss of money.
Much disturbed mind.
Separation from loved ones, on account of work.
Quarrels with superiors at work, elders and disgrace through that.
 
March 2016:
Bigger role in career.
More and newer responsibilities.
Major or important project may start.
Avoid mistakes at work through slipshod or hurried actions.
Stay impersonal about professional issues.
  
April 2016:
Higher responsibility.
Good name.
Cooperate with all people.
Engage in group efforts for better results and possible gains.
Study people around you.
Gain through friends.
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May 2016:
Religious ceremonies possible at home.
Take stock of your faults and virtues.
Travel to other countries or places possible.
Much disfavor from superiors.
Indifferent health.
Friends behave like enemies.
 
June 2016:
Excellent time to impress others.
But very difficult to work with others.
Superiors do not cooperate.
Marital problems, if applicable, affect work.
Separation from family on account of professional travel.
Quarrels with friends and relations.
Indifferent health.
 
July 2016:
Loss of money.
Financial worries.
Increase interaction with others.
Avoid quarrels with friends and relations.
Property or other resources can be adversely affected.
Parties and invitations should be avoided.
 
August 2016:
Take care of surroundings.
Improve relation with people you deal with daily.
Accelerate the tempo of activity at work and in all other areas.
New role at work possible.
Recognition by superiors is possible yet no good relationship.
 
September 2016:
Misery.
Fear.
Pressure from creditors, if applicable.
Fear of ailments.
Loss of respect.
Problems related to property.
Past events may come up again and cause problems.
Take care of health.
 
October 2016:
Favor or appreciation from superiors.
Victory over enemies.
Harder efforts needed at work.
Efficiency and effectiveness needs to be higher now.
Need to work as per others’ wishes and directions.
Take care of health.
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November 2016:
Success in efforts.
New relationships form with various people.
For important issues, you must seek advice of others.
Do not get into anything alone.
Painful urination.
 
December 2016: 
Loss of money.
Humiliation.
Ill health of spouse, if applicable, can cause higher expenses.
Displeasure from superiors.
Association with bad people possible.
Indigestion.
  
   

Best Regards,
 

Pt. Punarvasu

 

Click here to upgrade your Membership. Upgrading to Paid Membership will get you monthly consultations at 
huge discount and many other benefits. 

 

You may also like:

Detailed Horoscope Reading 

Career Analysis Report

Composite Astrology report   (a more than 40 page life report for you)

 

Please Note: All predictions and opinion provided are based on the birth data provided by the querist. Any 
discrepancy or doubt about the birth details can render the entire opinion unreliable.
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You may also be interested is
Our other Consultation related reports

         Specific questions Career-questions  
Health –questions Urgent Questions  
Love Questions

www.indastro.com
Indianet Consultants,

D-19 & 31, South Extension - 1, 
New Delhi- 110049, India.

Tel: +91 11 2465 4365,
ccare@indastro.com

Now Consult Our Astrologer Live on Phone/Video/Web Chat
For Personal Consultation. Click Here
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